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Conceptions of plagiarism and problems in academic writing 

in a changing landscape of external regulation 

 

Löfström, Erika, Huotari, Elisa, & Kupila, Pauliina 

 

Abstract 

Objectives: The aim of this study was to investigate the consequences of the use of text-matching 

software on teachers’ and students’ conceptions of plagiarism and problems in academic writing.  

Method: An electronic questionnaire included scale items, structured questions, and open-ended 

questions. The respondents were 85 teachers and 506 students in a large Finnish university. 

Methods of analysis included exploratory factor analysis, t-test, and inductive content analysis. 

Results: Both teachers and students reported increased awareness of plagiarism and improvements 

in writing habits, as well as concerns and limitations related to the system. The results suggest that 

teachers are inclined to think of plagiarism as part of a learning process rather an issue of morality, 

which may have consequences for how they understand the role of text matching. The introduction 

of text-matching software has supported teachers’ work, but at the same time teachers emphasized 

their own responsibility in detecting problems in student writing. The survey provides a limited 

sample of “Case Finland,” where implementation of text-matching software nationwide has been 

remarkably rapid; it offers a glimpse into one institution’s implementation of a newly introduced 

policy for mandatory plagiarism detection.   

Keywords: academic writing, conceptions of plagiarism, text-matching software, student plagiarism 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Plagiarism has gained considerable attention in 21st-century research, apparently because it is 

perceived as a growing problem in universities. While there is increasing awareness of the 

processes of academic writing (e.g., Lonka 2003; Boscolo, Arfé and Quarisa 2007; Hyytinen, 
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Löfström and Lindblom-Ylänne 2016), simultaneously, there is an increasing reliance on text-

matching software, as shown by a wealth of research on plagiarism (e.g., Savage 2004; Evans 2006; 

Dahl 2007; Ledwith and Risquez 2008; Rolfe 2011). The literature thus suggests that the landscape 

of teaching and learning academic writing in higher education has undergone major changes since 

the turn of the century.  

 

Four main lines of views on plagiarism have been identified: plagiarism as a moral problem, 

plagiarism as procedural matter, a developmental approach and an inter-textual approach (for a 

nuanced discussion see Kaposi and Dell 2012; also Sutherland-Smith 2014). Conceptually, 

plagiarism is often associated with misconduct, along with fabrication, falsification, and the more 

general concept of dishonesty (Jordan 2013), thereby placing it in the realm of moral transgressions. 

The approaches that appear to gain ground among authors in the field focus on academic literacy 

and related learning processes rather than plagiarism as such. These approaches pay attention to 

academic writing as social and ideological practice (Street 2004). They also pays attention to 

challenges faced by students for whom English is a foreign language, and by non-Western students 

learning to master Western conventions in academic writing. Plagiarism is treated as an issue 

arising from cultural differences, ideologies and consequently different expectations rather than as 

moral problems and transgressions of good practice (e.g., Pecorari 2003; Hayes and Introna 2005a; 

Hayes and Introna 2005b; Valentine 2006; Abasi and Graves 2008; Gu and Brooks 2008; Hirvela & 

Du 2013). In their previous educational experience, these students may have been exposed to 

learning cultures in which the focus is on text memorization and recitation rather than on 

synthesizing knowledge and expressing themselves in their own words. Furthermore, literature 

recognizes disciplinary and situational differences. From the perspective of learning, the view on 

plagiarism as a moral transgression brings attention to punishment, which can be harmful for 

students’ learning process as it prevents students from experimenting with their writing and 

expression (Angelil-Carter 2000). .  

 

Research on reasons for plagiarizing shows that issues of both learning process and morality 

contribute to plagiarism. Intentionality may be a worthwhile pointer as to how to approach the issue 

of plagiarism (e.g. Introna and Hayes 2005b; Sutherland-Smith 2005; Löfström and Kupila 2013). 

Academic staff and students have been shown to regard students’ lack of writing skills (i.e. 

unintentional reason) as the most common reason for plagiarism. Trouble with time management 

(i.e. intentional, but context-specific plagiarism, cf. Wilkinson 2009; Löfström and Kupila 2013), 

the ease of finding, copying, and pasting texts from the Internet (i.e. intentional plagiarism, cf. 
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Power 2009; Comas-Forgas and Sureda-Negre 2010), the perceived small chance of getting caught, 

laziness, and a wish to obtain higher grades with less effort (Wilkinson 2009; Power 2009) are also 

reported as reasons for plagiarism. However, it should also be noted that the view according to 

which the Internet has increased plagiarism has also been contested (cf. Davies and Howard 2016). 

While the latter reasons might be argued to be issues of individual morality, viewed in an 

institutional perspective they place assessment practices and the conception of learning that an 

institute communicates to its students in the focus. Thus, focusing on plagiarism as an issue of 

individual morality misses to regard the role of institutional values, structures, and incentives (cf. 

Bertram Gallant and Kalichman 2011).  

 

There is a fairly substantial body of literature on perceptions of plagiarism (e.g. Ashworth et al. 

1997; Sutherland-Smith 2005; Breen and Maassen 2005; Pickard 2006; Abasi and Graves 2008; 

Power 2009; Gullifer and Tyson 2010; Löfström 2011), but less on the direct experiences and 

consequences of the use of text-matching software on conceptions, experiences and behaviors. Our 

review of the literature on academics’ and students’ experiences of the use of text-matching 

software indicates that students have reacted positively to the use of text-matching software, yet 

simultaneously they have identified limitations to those systems and raised concerns over their 

utility (Savage 2004; Evans 2006; Dahl 2007; Ledwith and Risquez 2008; Rolfe 2011). Students 

who feel confident about their academic writing competence react more positively to text-matching 

than students who are unsure of their writing skills and their competence to avoid plagiarism (Dahl 

2007). Among the positive aspects of text-matching, students have identified the ease of use, that is, 

the software does not interfere with studying and turning in tasks, and the fact that such a system 

makes it more difficult to get away with plagiarism (Dahl 2007; Evans 2006; Ledwith and Risquez 

2008). Furthermore, it has been shown that students value the chance for feedback from the 

originality reports produced by these systems. The use of text-matching software has been shown to 

influence students’ learning and behavior. Based on the originality reports produced by these 

systems, students have been able to improve their writing by developing citation techniques and 

paraphrasing sources in their own words (Davis and Carroll 2009). Students have been reported to 

regard text-matching software as reliable in detecting plagiarism, although some have also found 

originality reports to be incorrect and confusing (Dahl 2007). Students have reported further 

concern that the availability of text-matching software will lead to teachers not reading their texts, 

but relying solely on the system-produced reports, which would hamper students’ opportunities to 

receive feedback on the content of their work (Savage 2004). Furthermore, students may be 

concerned about legal issues related to privacy (Savage 2004) and the impression that the use of 
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text-matching software signals a basic distrust of students; consequently, they have to prove their 

innocence (Evans 2006; Savage 2004, Löfström and Kupila 2013). Students have also reported that 

the use of text-matching software influences the learning atmosphere negatively, making students 

scared, insecure and uncomfortable (Dahl 2007).  

 

Prior research has shown that text-matching software support teachers in detecting plagiarism and 

making student assessments (Savage 2004; Martin 2005; Evans 2006; Badge, Cann and Scott 2007; 

Crisp 2007). Teachers report that the use of a text-matching software has increased students’ 

awareness of plagiarism and state that the feedback offered in the originality reports is useful for the 

students (Rolfe 2011). Teachers view text-matching software as being beneficial, because students 

pay more attention to their writing (Savage 2004). On the more critical side, teachers have reported 

that using text-matching software is time consuming and unreliable (Savage 2004; Badge, Cann and 

Scott 2007. Rolfe 2011). Challenges reported include issues with functionality of text-matching 

software, interpretation of results, false positives and false negatives, and database issues including 

copyright (Weber-Wulff 2016). (There is some evidence for change in behaviors as a consequence 

of the use of text-matching software (Savage 2004; Davis and Carroll 2009), but also contrary 

evidence has been presented where the use of text-matching software has not been related to 

instructor behavior or conceptions (Bennett et al. 2011). Overall, compared to conceptions of 

plagiarism and text-matching, less is known about the impact of institutional introduction of the use 

of text-matching software on university teachers’ and students’ conceptions of plagiarism and 

academic writing. Thus, we posed the following question: “What are the consequences of the 

introduction of institutional text-matching softwareon academics’ and students’ conceptions of 

plagiarism and academic writing?” Where relevant, we attempt to view the findings in light of the 

paradigms of plagiarism presented above. 

 

 

Method 

 

Context 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, text-matching software has been systematically introduced 

into Finnish higher education. While this is fairly late by international comparisons, this 

comprehensive introduction has taken place rapidly. By 2014, text-matching software had been 

taken into use in 34 higher education institutions (i.e., universities and universities of applied 

sciences) that is, in 83 percent of higher education institutions in the country. Key national priorities 
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regarding the introduction and use of text-matching software on the national level were related to 

administrative matters (e.g. authentication, development of procedures), to developing the 

functionality of systems (e.g. developing databases for text-matching purposes), and to connect the 

use of text-matching software with teaching and learning processes, including the teaching of 

responsible conduct in research (Tuhkanen 2014). The last priority involves issues of purpose of 

use, pedagogy, and learning.  

 

Two commercial systems, Turnitin and Urkund, dominate the landscape of text-matching in 

Finland. The study captured the first reactions to the implementation of a newly introduced policy. 

The study was conducted in a large university at the time it had become mandatory (2015) to check 

all master’s theses by means of text-matching software. This decision was preceded by a one-year 

piloting of two software in 2011, the decision to purchase one of these in 2012, and its 

implementation in 2013. Movements at different levels of the system including top-down and 

bottom-up initiatives simultaneously played a part in the developments. The piloting was triggered 

by queries from teachers and administrators from various departments to the university’s 

educational technology centre about the possibility of using text-matching software. While some 

departments and individual teachers had acquired access to software, there was no system in place 

at the institutional level. The pressure to offer a tool to teachers and administrators led the Center to 

launch the pilot project, the results of which have been reported in Löfström and Kupila (2013). In 

connection to the decision to implement text matching in 2012, the university renewed its internal 

policy and procedures on student plagiarism, and produced a web site to inform both teachers and 

students about the new policy and the use of text-matching software, and to provide guidance in 

academic writing. In the same year, the university also published ethical principles for teaching and 

studying. The promotion of integrity received attention nationally as well as the national guidelines 

on the responsible conduct of research and procedures for handling allegations of misconduct in 

Finland from 1994 (revised in 1998 and 2002) were revised and updated in the same year (Finnish 

Advisory Board on Research Integrity 2012).  

 

 Today, in seven of the eleven faculties of the university, text-matching software has been 

integrated into an electronic thesis database that runs all submitted theses automatically through the 

text-matching procedure. In three faculties also bachelor’s theses are checked automatically. In 

addition, the institutional policy outlines that teachers may use the software to systematically check 

other student works besides theses; to check individual pieces of work as needed; and to use the 

software as a support in teaching academic writing. However, the results from the pilot project 
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showed that teachers primarily used the software for checking student work, and only rarely as a 

support in supervision and teaching (Löfström and Kupila 2013). 

 

Retrospectively, the unfolding of the events followed the plagiarism quality assurance model 

proposed by Sutherland-Smith (2014). Discourses of legality, quality assurance, and learning 

intertwined in the process. On the institutional level the implementation of the use of text-matching 

software was a response to internal and external changes. The implementation was preceded by a 

research-intensive pilot (cf. institutional self-evaluation). The institutional processes were 

developed by establishing an internal policy and procedures. Teaching and learner experiences were 

taken into account by outlining the uses of the software (including use in teaching and as support in 

teaching academic writing), creating a supporting web site for teachers and students, and offering 

training to teachers. Between 2013 and 2015 fifty-seven non-mandatory training sessions focusing 

on software features and use as well as pedagogy were organized, and 765 academic and 

administrative staff members participated in these trainings. This equals to roughly 10 per cent of 

the total number of staff at the university. Despite the training, teachers may not be prepared to 

handle to the emotional burden associated with dealing with student plagiarism (cf. Vehviläinen et 

al. 2017).  

 

Participants and ethics 

The participants in the study were university students at all stages of study and academic staff. All 

were registered users of a text-matching software at a large university in Finland. Questionnaires 

were sent to 920 teachers and 6,563 students of whom 85 teachers and 506 students responded. The 

response rates were rather low: 8 percent among students and 9 percent among teachers.  

Of the students, about 40 percent were in their first, second, or third university year, a little over 30 

percent in their fourth or fifth year; less than 30 percent had studied more than five years. The 

academic staff included professors, university lecturers, and other staff members who provided 

teaching or supervised theses and consequently were users of the text-matching software. In 

presenting the results, we refer to all academic staff members as teachers. Two thirds had more than 

10 years of university teaching experience. Seventy-four per cent of the students and 51 percent of 

the academic staff were women, roughly reflecting the overall gender distributions of students (64% 

women) and academic staff members (50% women) throughout the university. The fields 

represented in the study included education, psychology, law, humanities, theology, social sciences, 

natural sciences, medicine, biological and environmental sciences, veterinary science, pharmacy, 

and agriculture and forestry.  
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Participation was voluntary. A drawing of two gift cards was held for students. No identifying 

information was collected in the survey. In order to participate in the drawing, students could leave 

their contact information, but this information was not connected with the survey responses. The 

study did not require an ethics review (cf. guidelines for ethics review, Finnish Advisory Board for 

Research Integrity 2009).  

 

Data collection and survey instrument 

 

The research was carried out as a survey-type study using an electronic questionnaire available in 

Finnish, Swedish, and English in order to reach both domestic and international staff and students. 

The questionnaire was sent to all prospective participants, that is, the registered users of the text-

matching software. The questionnaire, adapted for students and teachers respectively, included 

fixed choice items on a 5-point Likert-type scale, structured questions, and open-ended questions 

(cf. Löfström and Kupila 2013). Open-ended questions were used to explore how the use of text-

matching software had influenced teachers’ and students’ perceptions of plagiarism and 

teaching/studying (“If you have used text-matching software, has it changed your views about 

plagiarism and text-matching? Please describe the factors that have influenced your views.”). We 

felt that asking only about changes in views would not be sufficient without information about 

where the academics and students in the sample stand on, in general, in questions related to forms, 

frequency and reasons (intentional or not) for plagiarism in their university. Thus, we investigated 

the students’ conceptions of plagiarism using items that described sham paraphrasing, verbatim 

plagiarism, and purloining as defined in Walker (2010). The response alternatives were “don’t 

know,” “not plagiarism,” “is plagiarism, but not a serious form of it,” “is a somewhat serious form 

of plagiarism,” and “is a very serious form of plagiarism.” We also asked the teachers how common 

they perceived these forms of plagiarism to be, and we asked the students how common they 

thought plagiarism to be in general among university students. The response alternatives were 

“don’t know,” “very uncommon,” “quite uncommon,” “quite common,” and “very common.” In 

addition, we asked whether the teachers and students believed plagiarism was a problem in their 

discipline, with response alternatives “don’t know,” “not a problem,” “relatively minor problem,” 

“relatively big problem, and “big problem.”The above questions do not tap into the role of 

intentionality in plagiarism, we used the scales on Reasons for Plagiarism in order to understand 

whether teachers and students view plagiarism as intentional or non-intentional. While this does not 

directly provide insight in whether or not respondents regard plagiarism as a moral transgression or 

part of a novice writer’s strategic repertoire, it does give an indication of the approach (moral or 
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academic literacies, cf. Street 2004; Kaposi and Dell 2012; Sutherland-Smith 2014) a respondent 

takes.  

 

Methods of analysis 

 

The open-ended questions were analyzed applying inductive content analysis (Vaismoradi, 

Turunen, and Bondas 2013). First, the contents of teachers’ and students’ responses were simplified 

(Table 1). Then responses containing similar themes were combined into categories. Responses 

containing several themes were divided up and grouped into appropriate categories. After the 

categorization made by one of the authors, another author checked 60 percent of the coding. The 

interpretations of the authors were identical on 96 percent of the responses, which can be considered 

indicative of a substantial degree of inter-rater reliability (cf. Mitchell and Jolley 2013). Based on 

the double checking, a few responses were categorized differently, based on the second rater’s 

suggestions. At this stage, category titles were adjusted to reflect any changes in the coding. 

 

Table 1: Example of categorization of two data excerpts.  

Student's response Simplification Category  

"Because of it [software], I rechecked my text 

several time to make sure it was free from any 

kind of plagiarism …." 

 

Increased accuracy 

in writing to avoid 

plagiarism 

 

 

Changes in 

students' writing 

habits "For me, it is self-evident that it is not allowed to 

copy other people's writings. The plagiarism 

detection system has increased more careful use of 

references, and above all, accuracy in citing 

technique."   

 

Increased accuracy 

in referencing and 

citing 

 

 

The statistical methods of analysis included exploratory factor analysis with Varimax rotation and t-

tests with Cohen’s d to indicate effect sizes. Exploratory factor analysis was performed on the 

Reasons for Plagiarism scales. Three factors with an eigenvalue > 1 were extracted (Table 2). The 

first factor was called Intentional plagiarism (Cronbach’s α = .75) with an acceptable reliability 
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(George & Mallery, 2003). It included items reflecting the view that plagiarism is a consequence of 

deliberate action, often justified because of its common nature or because potential gains outweigh 

the costs (items 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). The eigenvalue was 2.72 and the factor explained 30 percent of 

the variance. The second factor was called Contextual plagiarism and it showed good reliability 

(Cronbach’s α = .83). The factor included items reflecting the view that, while plagiarism is the 

consequence of deliberate action, students resort to such behavior only as a last resort under 

pressing circumstances (items 8 and 9). It had an eigenvalue of 1.71 and explained 19 percent of the 

variance. The third factor was called Unintentional plagiarism, but its reliability was weak and 

should be treated with great caution (Cronbach’s α = .51). It included items reflecting the view that 

plagiarism is the consequence of insufficient competence (items 1 and 2). Its eigenvalue was 1.20, 

and it explained 13 percent of the variance.  

 

Table 2: Factor analysis of Reasons for Plagiarism with factor loadings. 

Item  Factor 1  Factor 2 Factor 3 

5. Students plagiarize because they believe that the risk of 

getting caught is less than the benefits gained.  

.766     

6. The consequences and sanctions after a student has been 

caught plagiarizing are trivial. 

.623     

3. Students don't think plagiarism is a serious offence.  .582     

4. Students plagiarize because their peers do it.  .552     

7. Carelessness .535     

8. Students are overloaded with too many writing assignments 

and don't have time to do them all properly.  

  .952   

9. Students have various other obligations in life, e.g., family, 

work, which prevents them from fully engaging in all study 

assignments properly. 

  .722   

1. Not knowing the proper way to use sources and make 

references to them.  

    .640 

2. In principle, students know how to write academic texts, 

but they don't have sufficient skills to write properly, e.g., to 

write things in their own words.  

    .537 
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Results 

Students’ and teachers’ perceptions of the forms, frequency and reasons of plagiarism in university 

studies 

 

We begin by reporting the status quo of teachers’ and students’ conceptions of the forms, frequency 

and reasons for plagiarism in order to ground the qualitative data on changes in a description of 

where teachers and students currently stand. The students’ conceptions of what constitutes 

plagiarism and what is serious plagiarism resonates with what the teachers observed in student 

works: The forms of plagiarism that the students regarded as serious were less commonly observed 

by the teachers. However, the forms of plagiarism that the students considered less serious breaches 

of integrity were more commonly observed by the teachers (Table 3). Students considered 

representing another students’ work as one’s own to be the most serious form of plagiarism. Almost 

all students (94 %) who responded considered this to be a very serious form of plagiarism. 

Simultaneously, 84 percent of teachers considered this to be a very uncommon form of plagiarism. 

However, almost half of the students (43%) did not consider verbatim citation without quotation 

marks as a serious form of plagiarism, and an additional 14 per cent did not recognize this to be 

plagiarism. Of the teachers, more than half (55 %) regarded such plagiarism as either quite or very 

common. A majority of students considered the other forms of plagiarism to be either serious or 

very serious breaches (see Table 3). Most of the students (92 %) recognized that citing a text 

verbatim with reference to the original authors and using quotation marks is not plagiarism. 

However, 6 percent of the students indicated that this was plagiarism, suggesting that students are 

not always able to distinguish between plagiarism and normal referencing practice.  
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Table 3: Students’ conceptions of the seriousness of different forms of plagiarism and teachers’ 

perceptions of the frequency of forms of plagiarism among students.    

 Students Teachers  

Item don't 

know 

not 

plagiarism 

not a 

serious 

form    

a somewhat 

or a very 

serious 

form  

don't know very or 

quite un-

common 

quite or 

very 

common 

 

Representing 

parts of another 

student’s work as 

one’s own  

total f=506 

 

0.2 % 

 

 

0.2 % 

 

 

5.9 % 

 

 

93.7 % 

total f=84 

 

11.9 % 

 

 

84.5 % 

 

 

3.6 % 

 

 

Representing  

another student’s 

entire work as 

one’s own 

 

total f=504 

 

0.2 % 

 

 

 

0.4 % 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

99.4 % 

 

total f=85 

 

12.9 % 

 

 

 

87.1 % 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

Representing  

another student’s 

work as one’s 

own with the 

permission of the 

student  

 

total f=505 

 

1.4 % 

 

 

 

3.4 % 

 

 

 

16.6 % 

 

 

 

78.6 % 

 

total f=84 

 

14.3 % 

 

 

 

82.1 % 

 

 

 

3.6 % 

 

 

Representing 

someone else’s 

text as one’s own 

without reference 

to the original 

author(s)  

 

total f=505 

 

0.4 % 

 

 

 

0.2 % 

 

 

 

4.4 % 

 

 

 

95.0 % 

 

total f=85 

 

1.2 % 

 

 

 

68.2 % 

 

 

 

30.6 % 

 

 

Citing text 

verbatim with 

reference to the 

original author(s), 

but without 

quotation marks 

 

total f=506 

 

3.6 % 

 

 

 

14.2 % 

 

 

 

43.1 % 

 

 

 

39.1 % 

 

total f=85 

 

1.2 % 

 

 

 

43.5 % 

 

 

 

55.3 % 

 

Citing text 

verbatim with 

reference to the 

original author(s), 

and using 

quotation marks  

total f=506 

 

 

1.4 % 

 

 

 

92.3 % 

 

 

 

3.2 % 

 

 

 

3.2 % 
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A majority of the students (f=407, 81%) considered plagiarism in general to be uncommon or very 

uncommon in university studies (M=1.80; SD=0.56). Seven percent considered plagiarism quite 

common and none considered it very common. Thirteen percent were unable to provide an 

approximation of the frequency of plagiarism.  

 

Both teachers and students were asked how common they estimated plagiarism to be within their 

discipline. Overall, while both tended to believe that plagiarism was not a problem or only a minor 

problem (Teachers: M=1.79; SD=0.60; Students: M=1.56; SD=0.64) there was a statistically 

significant difference at a p<.05 level suggesting that the teachers regard plagiarism as a slightly 

bigger problem than the students. However, the effect size was small [t(123.88)= 3.11, p<.05, 

Cohen’s d = .37].Only 5-7 percent estimated plagiarism either as a rather major problem or as a 

major problem within their discipline. Unintentional plagiarism was reported to be the most 

common reason for plagiarism (N=591, M= 2.64, SD= 0.68) with Contextual plagiarism (M= 2.05, 

SD= 0.74) considered as a less typical reason. Intentional plagiarism was regarded as the least 

common reason for plagiarism (M= 1.81, SD= 0.48). The teachers more often than the students 

estimated plagiarism to be unintentional (Teachers: n=85, M=2.79, SD=0.76, students: n=506, 

M=2.62, SD=0.66). The difference was statistically significant at the p<.05 level and with a small 

effect size [t(106.155)= 2.03, p<.05, d= 0.25].  

 

A comparison of study years showed that there is a difference between second- and fifth-year 

students. The second-year students (n=55, M=2.75, SD=0.57) regarded unintentional plagiarism as 

much more common compared to the fifth-year students (n=66, M=2.50, SD=0.66). The difference 

was statistically significant at a p<.05 level with a rather small effect size [t(119)= 2.176, p<.05, d= 

0.40]. Also, the undergraduate students (n=433) considered contextual plagiarism as a more 

common reason for plagiarism (M=2.10, SD=0.75) than did the postgraduate students (n=31, 

M=1.73, SD=0.74), [t(462)= 2.56, p<.05, d= 0.48]. There was a medium effect size.  

 

 

Influences of a text-matching software on teachers’ and students’ conceptions of plagiarism and 

academic writing  
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The use of the text-matching software has influenced teachers’ work and perceptions of plagiarism. 

In the teachers’ responses, four categories of changes in views were identified as follows (the 

number of times is mentioned in parentheses): the system as a support for teacher’s work (f=12); 

recognition of teacher’s increased responsibility in detecting plagiarism (f=4); the possibility of 

ensuring students’ honesty through text-matching software (f=4); and a critical view sustained or 

strengthened (f=7). 

    

Teachers described how the use of the text-matching software had supported their work (f=12). 

They reported that the system had helped them to explain and justify to their students why it is 

important to follow certain conventions in academic writing. They also reported that students had 

begun to pay more attention to their writing. One of the teachers described the positive effects of the 

system in the following way: “I think the use of a plagiarism detection system by the university has 

made it very clear to students how seriously the university takes plagiarism. I teach an academic 

writing course, and the students pay a lot more attention to academic writing standards when they 

realize that there are sanctions for plagiarism.” Teachers reported that the system had made the 

detection of plagiarism easier. Moreover, the system had not only been a tool to detect plagiarism, 

but also had made it transparent that many students do not appear to have problems with their 

writing (f=4). This was perceived to be reassuring, as the following quotation from one teacher 

shows: “Delightfully, the similarities [to pre-existing texts] in many students’ essays’ after system 

checking was 0%.” Of course, the percentages in themselves do not constitute proof of plagiarism 

or the lack of it, but we read the teachers’ comment as an expression of relief over what is perceived 

as evidence that one may fundamentally trust the students. Several teachers indicated that they will 

have problems doing their work if they must begin to distrust their students. The pedagogical 

relationship is essentially a relationship of trust, and the use of text-matching software potentially 

introduces the idea that teachers should be more vary of students’ honesty. 

 

Despite the introduction of the text-matching software, teachers emphasized their own 

responsibility in detecting plagiarism (f=4). This was regarded as important because the system’s 

checking was not perceived as entirely reliable. The teachers remarked that it remains their 

responsibility to read students’ assignments, as the following quotation shows: “The system is not 

able to detect all forms of plagiarism, but the teacher has to be attentive when reading students’ 

assignments. The use of text-matching software does not allow the teacher to disregard ‘manual’ 

checking.” It appears that teachers may be concerned about over-reliance on the software and 

disregard for the intentionality and nature of the problems in students’ writing. 
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Some teachers had critical views of the text-matching software (f=7). The explicitly critical 

opinions mainly concerned the reliability of the system. The system’s capacity to detect translation 

plagiarism and the range of sources covered in the database triggered questions about the system’s 

utility. As one teacher put it: “Yes, I think it is not fully effective as a system, particularly when 

there are students copying each other’s assignments. Moreover, there is the possibility that students 

switch languages, and this way it is quite impossible to reveal the plagiarized source.” The 

responses that criticized the reliability of text-matching software appeared to incorporate the view 

that plagiarism as more or less intentional, and that an optimal tool would have the capacity to sift 

out the various ways in which students might plagiarize. 

 

In the students’ responses, we identified seven categories of how the text-matching software had 

influenced their conceptions of plagiarism and academic writing, as follows: changes in students’ 

writing habits (f=42); students’ negative feelings and feelings of academia’s mistrust of students 

(f=23); recognition of the seriousness of plagiarism (f=14); changed perceptions about the 

magnitude of plagiarism (f=12); recognition of the necessity of using the system in plagiarism 

prevention (f=13); realization that the university takes plagiarism seriously (f=8); and identifying 

the limitations of the system (f=7). 

 

Many students described changes, primarily improvements, in their writing habits (f=42), such as 

increased accuracy in referencing, as demonstrated by the following quotation: “I got more detailed 

understanding; for instance, I started to pay more attention to paraphrasing ideas properly 

compared to the original source.” The improvements in writing habits may have been influenced 

by students’ concern about having accidentally plagiarized and being accused by their teachers. 

Students expressed this concern among other negative feelings about the use of text-matching 

software (f=23). The concern of having plagiarized accidentally was sometimes related to a 

student’s awareness of lack of competence:“I am not sure what is counted as plagiarism and what 

is not. I am afraid that single sentences which I have not been able to paraphrase correctly are 

regarded as plagiarism. I think that would not be fair, because it is difficult to express some things 

in one’s own words.” The difficulty of expressing an idea for oneself appears to be indicative of 

other problems. For instance, students may be focused on repeating detailed facts in their written 

works, but struggle to grasp bigger ideas and are not able to synthesize the knowledge they have 

gained if they are using writing strategies that merely reproduce their sources. Some students felt 

that the introduction of such a system was a sign that the academic staff mistrusted them. At the 
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same time, students recognized that, although they felt bad about the new policy on an individual 

level, there were benefits when considering the bigger picture. One student expressed this in the 

following way: “The use of the system makes me feel a little bit like students are not trusted. On the 

other hand, it would be embarrassing for the university if someone had really plagiarized and was 

not caught immediately. It could the put the department’s reputation at risk.” Serious cases of 

plagiarism, or any form of academic misconduct, might put the reputation of an institution at risk. 

The student’s comment is interesting precisely because it is presented by a student. It raises 

questions about what institutional values are communicated to students. One might hope that the 

institutional priority of student learning would be at least as strong as that of reputation 

management. The role of reputation in academia cannot be underestimated, not least because of the 

pronounced role of university ranking tables. However, from the perspective of learning, a trusting 

and respectful learning environment in which high expectations along with high support are 

communicated, is likely to facilitate student thriving.  

 

Students reported paying attention to the fact that the university actually deals with plagiarism 

(f=8): “It [the software] reinforces the notion that the university takes plagiarism seriously, which 

is a good thing.” Such statements appear to be underpinned by the expectation that the institution 

treats its students equally and fairly. Furthermore, students’ responses showed that students 

themselves had begun to regard plagiarism as a more serious breach since the introduction of the 

system (f=14): “The use of the software reveals ethical questions related to plagiarism and has 

gotten me to thinking more about it.” Students also reported how their perceptions of the magnitude 

of plagiarism in university studies had changed (f=12). They expressed disbelief that some students 

plagiarize at the university level: “It [the system] has made it real ‘the possibility’ that someone 

would plagiarize. I would have never imagined that someone would do something like that on the 

tertiary level of education.” Some students regarded the system as an essential tool in plagiarism 

detection and prevention (f=13). Like the teachers, the students too felt that the system had made it 

is easier to spot plagiarism: “As far as I know, thanks to the system at least the obvious cases can be 

detected more easily today.” Students considered it to be only fair that those who intentionally 

plagiarize be caught. There appeared to be the underlying notion that what the text-matching 

software reports is indicative of both plagiarism and intentionality. Similarly to teachers, students 

also identified the limitations of the system (f=7): its inability to detect translated plagiarism, false 

similarities, shortcomings related to the reference database, and collusion all were mentioned in 

students’ responses.  
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Discussion 

 

The study has shed light on how the introduction of text-matching has influenced academics’ and 

students’ conceptions in the context of renewed institutional policy. The introduction of text-

matching software supported teachers’ work, but at the same time the teachers emphasized their 

own responsibility in the detection of challenges in student writing. Both the teachers and the 

students reported increased awareness of plagiarism, improvements in writing habits, and also 

concerns about the limitations of the software. Of these, the inability of the system to detect 

translated plagiarism, false similarities, shortcomings related to the reference database, and 

collusion have been identified in other studies (e.g., Ellis 2012; Weber-Wulff 2016). However, the 

concern voiced elsewhere (Ellis 2012) that teachers will cease to be vigilant and instead place full 

trust in the system’s capacity to identify the problems is not supported in this study. On the 

contrary, teachers emphasized the importance of reading student assignments with attention to 

problematic writing strategies.  

 

The results show that, according to the teachers, students engage more often in those forms of 

plagiarism that the students did not consider to be serious breaches of integrity. The finding 

suggests placing greater emphasis on explaining to students why forms of plagiarism that they 

consider less serious might also be problematic. Students may not always comprehend how the 

creation of new knowledge is an accumulative process in which appropriate crediting allows readers 

to follow the process of knowledge creation. Furthermore, students may not be aware that the way 

in which contributors are credited is consequential for researchers and institutions. Also, students 

may not associate the assignments or theses they themselves produce with knowledge creation. The 

introduction of text-matching software will not automatically address these issues. While it may 

increase awareness of plagiarism as a phenomenon, it does not promote the understanding of 

knowledge-creation as an accumulative and cultural process unless these ideas are introduced by 

teachers.  

 

It is hardly surprising that teachers considered plagiarism to be more common than students do. 

Teachers are exposed to a variety of writing styles and thus possess a broader view of the range of 

student writing strategies. The reasons found for plagiarism show that teachers are often inclined to 

view problems in students’ writing as a learning process. This is reflected in the result showing that 

teachers generally consider plagiarism to arise from lack of knowledge and writing competence. 
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Also previous research has shown that undergraduate students are often unaware of the conventions 

of academic writing (Breen and Maassen 2005; Jurowska and Thompson 2012). Novice students 

may know the definition of plagiarism because they have been told about it, but they have difficulty 

understanding what constitutes plagiarism in practice (Roig 1999; Power 2009; Gullifer and Tyson 

2010). For instance, students may believe that they do not need to provide a reference if they 

paraphrase a source text (Power 2009). Students may also have difficulty understanding what 

constitutes plagiarism beyond obvious examples (Gullifer and Tyson 2010). “Patch writing” means 

copying text and deleting words, substituting synonyms and changing sentence structure (Howard 

1999; cf. also Pecorari 2003; Hayes and Introna 2005b; and Jamieson 2016 for a discussion of the 

concept). This is a strategy that could indicate plagiarism, but could also be a beginning writer’s 

technique to create text from a number of different sources (e.g. Howard 1995; Hayes and Introna 

2005b; Davis 2013; Hyytinen et al. 2016). Recognizing writing strategies that resemble plagiarism 

is essential as these can be indicative of the students’ developing competence in the process of 

learning to write in an academic genre. Therefore, it becomes necessary for teachers to understand 

how students conceptualize writing, what they understand the purpose of academic writing to be, 

and how they see themselves as writers. Text-matching software will not portray this information, 

but its use can potentially help to create space for discussion around students’ understandings and 

conceptualizations if used in a pedagogical way. Furthermore, as Howard and Davies argue, 

problems in writing are related to problems in reading comprehension, and requires attention with 

appropriate instructional strategies (Howard and Davies 2009; Davies and Howard 2016). Teachers’  

 

The overall conclusion we draw from these results is that the view that plagiarism is mostly a moral 

problem does not resonate well with the views of the teachers and students in our sample. 

Potentially, this view may come into conflict the implementation of text-matching software if 

perceived as a tool for implementing a regulatory framework and exercising control unless teachers 

are able to find ways of utilizing the reports produced by the software for pedagogical purposes. At 

the same time, it is necessary to recognize that plagiarism is sometimes intentional, in which case it 

is a signal of an immature attitude to studying or problems in mastering one’s studies. Poor 

strategies can be a symptom of underlying problems that need to be addressed first (Löfström and 

Kupila 2013). The fact that contextual plagiarism is more common among beginning students 

suggests that underdeveloped study strategies contribute to the problem. Students with more study 

experience have already developed better strategies (cf. also Wilkinson 2009) and do not feel the 

pressure to resort to intentional plagiarism as a way of coping with writing assignments or studies in 

general. 
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We wish to caution against generalizing the results of the study. The response rate was low and the 

respondents represented a single institution. It is possible that teachers and students with 

particularly positive or negative experiences responded to the survey, while the majority who did 

not respond may feel neutral about text-matching software. Nevertheless, the survey provides a 

limited sample of “Case Finland,” a country where implementation of text-matching software 

nationwide has been remarkably rapid, and has offered a glimpse into one institution’s experiences 

of the implementation of a newly introduced policy of mandatory use of text-matching software. 

While based on the origins of research on student plagiarism it appears that Anglophone countries 

are internationally ahead in the implementation of text-matching, there may be regions globally in 

which the importance of publishing in English increasingly places demands on teaching academic 

writing skills in universities, and consequently may put pressure on monitoring students’ work. The 

experiences reported by teachers and students in the present study, for whom the introduction of 

text-matching software changed their views about plagiarism and academic writing, may be useful 

in laying out the considerations that institutions may need to take into account in introducing 

policies on plagiarism. 

 

First, based on the results of the study, we feel that it is particularly relevant to take into 

consideration the view frequently expressed by teachers that student plagiarism is unintentional. 

This implies that plagiarism is conceptualized more as a symptom of a learning process than as a 

moral problem. Thus, there should be fertile ground for introducing pedagogy as a means of 

addressing issues in writing. Training or other types of support for teachers during the introductory 

phases of text-matching software (cf. also Crisp 2007) should include pedagogical training in 

teaching academic writing. Davies and Howard (2016) point out text-matching software in itself is 

no guarantee for a pedagogically better informed approach, and this is also supported by our prior 

study that showed that teachers hardly utilized text-matching reports in supervision and teaching 

despite the fact that the institutional policy explicitly outlines the use of text-matching software as a 

support in teaching academic writing and supervising student writing (Löfström & Kupila 2013). 

Serviss (2016) proposes a holistic faculty development model for preventing plagiarism. It begins 

with the introduction of research in order to provide conceptualizations of plagiarism; continues 

with evaluation of best practices for preventing plagiarism; engages faculty in self-study with the 

aim to identify areas that need further attention; and finally promotes academics to articulate an 

action plan together.  
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In the phase of implementing institution-wide use of text matching software, institutions may also 

wish to consider training in the form of study strategy workshops for students along with 

pedagogical training for staff members. Placing emphasis on the development of students’ study 

strategies signals that the institution wishes to support quality learning rather than just paying 

attention to catching students who cheat. While surely both aims prevail, focus on learning 

promotes the development of a culture of integrity proactively through a positive message (cf. 

Ferguson et al. 2007; also Ashworth et al. 1997).  

 

Second, the introduction of text-matching software changes both teacher and student views of 

plagiarism and academic writing. While most changes reported by the participants in this study 

were positive, such as increased awareness and modified behaviors, there were also negative 

changes, such as students’ feelings that the academic staff mistrusts them. Such experiences could 

be detrimental, given that trust is a vital element in relationships in a learning context. Otherwise, 

learners will not feel confident to expose their lack of knowledge and understanding; teachers on 

the other hand will not have a realistic view of the students’ understanding and consequently will 

not design their teaching in a manner that appropriately supports learning. Furthermore, an 

increased focus on writing conventions may not automatically result in students’ internalizing the 

values associated with academic integrity and good research practice (Ledwith and Risquez 2008). 

Therefore, it is essential that institutions pay attention to how they communicate their expectations 

about learning and integrity. This need becomes particularly poignant in light of the students 

experiences of the introduction of the use of text-matching software as a sign of distrust towards 

students and their morality. Ashworth and colleagues (1997) have highlighted the connection 

between alienation and cheating, and we believe that trust and respect are key in combating such 

alienation that might have negative consequences for student commitment to learning.  
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